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lXVZXi'IGP"PION OF TWO SHORT AiWiiULAR DIFFUSER 
By  Stafford W . Wiiiour and James T. Higginboth 
The  performances of two annular difzuser  designs  zpplicable to 
turbojet  afterburner instalhtioas  xere  investigated  to  deternine  the 
effectiveness 02 injection  and  suction boundary-hyer controls.  The 
outer  shell  was  cylindrical i r ~  each  case.  The  basic  ceater-body  design 
was en sbrupt d w  type  which  produced an equivalent  conical  diffuser 
angle of approximately 1000. The  addition of 2 corical  center-body 
fair5ng to the  basic  design  produced a secon6  configuration  corresponding 
to an eqLziva1en-t  cor-ical  diffuser -le of 32O. Both designs had &n area 
rztio of 1.9:l and were  tested  with fully developed  pipe flow at  the 
inlet us t o  a Mach nurdber of 0 .k5. 
. 
- 
For  the  largest  injection-slot  opezing  investigated  on  the 100' dif- 
fuser,  injection et a rate of 3.4 percent  produced  effective  control 
over  the  velocity  distribution, a 33-~ercer-i;  increase in the  measured 
static-pressure  rise, a d  a 50-percent  reduction in the  measured loss 
coefficient. Punping power  corrections  reduced  the  33-percent  increase 
in static-pressure  rise to about 21percent and  eliminated  the  reduction 
ia loss coefficient.  Suctio??.  control in the looo diffuser  w&s aot  effi- 
cient bemuse of the  extensive  backflow  region do-mstreaa from the dmq. 
Suction  control in  the fairing corLriguration  produced  effectfve  control 
over  the  velocity  distribution,  but  the  performance in terms  of  static- 
pressure  rise  and loss coefficient  was  not  efficient  because of the 
inadegmke cellter-body  design  upstream frm the  auxiliary  flow  slot.  The 
100° diffuser  with  fnjection  compared  favorably  w-ith  the  performance of z 
31° diffuser  with er approximately  ellip-i;ically  s-hped  center  body  previ- 
ously tested  with  vortex-generator  controls. 
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INT'BODUCTION 
Le performnce characteristics  of  subsoni .c--annular-diffuser  designs 
applic&ble to  turbojet  afterburners  are  being stdied in a research  pro- 
gram initiated  to  develop sha-t  configwations approximately  one  outer 
dimeter o r  less  in  lerGth  which  provide  stable flow, miniaui  total- 
preaswe loss, a d  reasonably unifom diffuser-exit  velocity  distribu- 
tions  over  at  least 80 percent  of  the  cross-sectional  area.  m-ese  goals 
ere  required  in  order  to  achieve  efficient  overall  engine  performance. 
Cmlprehensive  investigations  of  the  effectiveness  of  vortex  gener- 
&.tcrs Tyiith annular  diffusers  varying  in the ratio of le?@h to outer 
diameter from zero to 1.0 (equivalent  cane  angles of 180° and 150r 
respective,ly)  are  :resented  in  references 1 to 5. The  general  configu- 
ration  consisted  of a cylindrical  outer  body  and  inner b d y  having a 
progressively  decreasing  diameter.  The  results  of  these  investigations 
hdicated that  nore  favorable  velocity  distributions  were  obtained  at 
the  do-mstream  station  corresponding  to a le-ngth-diaTeter  ratio  of 1.0
(afterburner  inlet  station)  when  the im r body  length  was 50 to 60 per- 
cent of the  outer  body dimeter. Such  configurations  uere  almost as 
efficient es the  annular  diffuser of reference 1, which  Fad an equivelent 
cone  angle  of 13O. Although  vortex  generators  were  capable of prodming 
considerzble  improvement,  the  Sesired  control  over  the  velocity  distri- 
butions  at  the afterbmcr inlet  station w8s not  obtained.  Therefore, 
research  into otter methods  of  boundwy-layer  control was undertaken. 
A prelilzimry  investigation of an abrupt dmp-tme diffuser  with an 
equivzlent  cone  angle  of 125O (ref. 6 )  icdicated  that  both  suctfon and 
hjection controls  were  czzqable  of  producing  improved  diffuser  flow. 
Both  types of control  greatly  improved  the  static-pressure  rise through 
the  diffusing  region,  but  the  results  indicated t'ne ne  for  further 
research  in  order  to  reduce  the  amount  of  auxiliary flow reqilired for 
satisfactory  diffuser  perforrance  and  to  reduce  the  punping  losses in 
the  auxiliary  flow. 
The purpose of the  investigation  reported  herein vas to  extend  the 
preliminary  work  dor-e  by Hery ar-d  Wilbur  (ref. 6) . The  diffuser  center 
body-was lcnger  than  that of reference 6 and  provided s more  gradual 
initial  diffusion  rate  prior to its  abrupt  ternination.  The  auxiliary 
flow  slot xas located  adjacent to the  pain  stream in order t o  provide a 
I~EX~RUY- of control  over  the  dLffusion.  The  slot  alinement  was  designed 
so thet  the  injection  streaa  would  ten& to form a cone  with  the  vertex 
or? +'ne diffuser  center  line  at  the  station  corresgonding t  a length- 
diweter ratio  of  about one-hlf. The s lo t  was =ranged  in  this rimer 
il? order  to  provide a m i n m  of  control  over  the  velocity  distribution 
in  the  cenkral  reglon of the  diffuser  and in order  to  grovide -le
length  for  natural  mixing  at  the  downstream  end. A secoEd  diffuser 
8 configuratior-, which was obtained by a-itaching an approximately conical 
2abing  t o  the terminal of the cerher body, was tes ted  in   order   to  
evaluate the effect of the abrupt dump on the performance. .. 
The present  investig&ion was conducted with fu l ly  developed pipe 
flow a% the diffuser fnlet .  Performance w.=s determined w i t h  no bomkry- 
layer coatrols and with suction and injection. Most of the t e s t s  were 
conducted a t  an inlet Uch nuldber of approxiuately 0.26, etlthough the 
Mach number range w m  var ied   in  sone cases from acproxi?oz;tely 0.18 t o  
0.45 with e result ing ?naxhm Reynolds nmber (based on the h l e t  hydrau- 
l i c  dismeter) of approximtely 1.6 x lo6. 
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SubscrLpts : 
1 diffuser  inlet station 
la reference  static-pressure  station 
2, 3 downstream diffuser stations 
X variable  downstream  diffuser  station 
S suction 
I injectfon 
A bar  over s, symbol Indicates a mass-weighted average  quantity. . 
APPARATUS AND PROCDURZ 
Test Equipment 
5 
The general test appare,tus is shown in figure l(a) . A i r  was induced 
though the  diffuser by an efiauster  fan connected t o  the dow-strean e&. 
Tce il.llet boa%i.ary h y e r  vas developed 5n approximately 27 fee t  02 
upstrem annular ducting. The center b d y  of the annular approach dcct 
was used as En auxiliary air duct and w a s  connected t o  e blower or 
exhsuster accordbg to whether injection- or suction-flow control tests 
were i n  progress. The auxiliary air  duct was f i t t e d  vLth a flow- 
measuring or i f ice  designed and installed according t o  A.S.M.E. standards 
(ref.  7) . 
The diffuser   hner  body w s  cylindrical  with  the  downstrea end 
romded t o  a 9 -inch radius as shown in f igure l (b)  . For convenieEce, 
the curved portion of the inner body vi11 hereia  be  referred  to es the 
auxiliary air gep w i l l  be referred to as the lfp1w. The glug was 
fairing was attached  to the dohmstream ?ace of the plug f o r  sm-e of the 
configurations tested (see figure l(b) ) . A n  ma connotakion w i l l  be 
used herein_ t o  define amular diffusers. This comotatio,n- i s  defined as 
the t o t a l  included alzgle 03 an equivalent straight-wzlled confcal d i f -  
fuser possessillg the same in l e t  aDd exit  aress and diffuser length. With 
th i s  systelo, the basic diffuser of the subject report has an ecuivalent 
cone mgle of approximately loOo, snd the basic imerbody md fz i r ing 
h s  an equcvalent coce angle of 32O. 
8 
11 azd the   c i rcuhr   p la te  h-hich serves as the inner w a l l  f o r  the 
. translated  axially t o  vary the size of the  amilia-ry  air-flov gap. A 
c 
Instrumentation- 
S t r e a   t o t a l  and static  pressures were measured by f o w  equally 
spaced, remote-controlled survey rakes a t  station-s I, 2, aad 3. Flow 
surveys were made a t  oKLy one station a t  a time so that there vere no 
instrments in the stream ahea& of t i e  measuring station. Stegnstion- 
t eqe ra tu re  arki reference-pressme measurements were %.&en e,% a point   in  
the approach mulus  several  hydraulic  diameters upstre&Q fro= the dif-  
fuser   inlet   (s ta t ion 1), and meas-arements of the stagnation pressure and 
temperature were taken in  the auxiliary air duct about I inrerbody diam- 
eter upstream frm the plug. 
One row of static-pressure orifices was instal led in  a longitudinal 
pkne  in  the  outer wall from 8 poirrt xpstream of the  diffuser inlet sta- . tior? t o  a g o h t  about 1 diameter do-mstream of s ta t ion 3 .  A t  stations 
~(a), 1, and 3, four equispaced s ta t ic  or i f ices  were located 
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circumferentially in the outer wall. In order to observe the flow, 4 
r o w  of smalluool  tufts  were  installed  along  the  outer m d  inner  walls 
between  stations 1 and 3 and  were fomd to  have no effect  on  diffuser 
performnce. A l l  pressure  measurements  were  made  with  multitube mom-
eters  containing a fluid  whose  specific  gravity  was 1.75. The  manometer 
scales  #ere  read  to t'le nearest  millimeter. 
. 
Tests 
The perfomce of the  diffuser  was  measured  over a Mach  number 
rar-ge Pron = 0.18 to 0.40 with  the  plug  positioned  to  give a zero 
gap.  Total-  and  static-pressure  surveys were rtiie  at  stations 1, 2, and 
3 for  the  diffuser  with end without  the  fairing  attached  to  the plug. 
Most of the  runs  with  boundary-hyer  control  were  made at an 241 = 0.26 
with  gap  settings  of 0.031, 0.062, and 0.121 hch. Surveys  were  made 
ai; two dovnstrem stations  (stations 2 and 3) in order  to  iridicate  the 
developzent  of flow downstrem from the  diffuser  as  it  proceeded  through 
the  tailpipe.  The  surveys at station 2 gave an indication of Yce  veloc- 
ity  distribution  at that point,  although t'ne accuracy  was  low  because 
of  the  radial  velocity  componexrlx,  flow  asymmetries,  and  high  turbulence 
level.  The  surveys  at  station 3 gave  more  accurate  velocity  distributions 
and loss coefficients than those  et  station 2; therefore,  the  relative 
perfor-ance  of  the  various  configuretions s presented for this  station, 
which  was 1-09 outer  body  diameters  from  the  start  of  the  geometric 
expans  ion. 
"
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Basis  of  Comparison 
The description  of the f low at  station 1 is  presented in terns of 
the  velocity  ratio u/U i n  order to indicate  the  quality a_?a character 
of  the  inlet bounkry-layer distribution.  The  flow  development in  the 
diffuser is presented  in  terns  of  the  outer  Tall  longitudinal  distribu- 
tion  of  static-pressure  coefficient 4~-h. The  coefficient is refer- 
enced  to  the  static presswe at  stction  la,  which  was  sufficiently 
upstrean  to  be  insensitive to flow or  configmation changes  between 
statiocs 1 and 3.  The  radial  distribution of relative  velocity u/c1 
describes  the  flow  at  stations 2 and 3 and, in addition,  indicates  the 
local  redxction  in  velocity  due  to  dlffusion.  The  overall  diffuser 
performance is presented in term of the  nean  coefficients - 
bc, 
43-la 
% 
Measu-red 
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- Previous  investigatioos hzve reported that i n  regions of turbulent 
Plow, the pressure aeasurements as recorded by a pitot-static  tube iEdi- 
cate  vdues that are higher t l z n  is  consistent w i t h  f lov continuity. 
(See refs. 5 and 8.) This error can be evzluated in  terms of mss f lou  
if the h l e t  conditions zse assumed t o  be correct. The msasured mss 
flow at  z do-mstrean station, as obtabed  fron  an  integratian of the 
survey profiles, is greater than the corresgocding measured rmss flow 
at  the ird.et, whereas f o r  contiouity the flow must be constaEt through a 
a closed-flow system. The r a t i o  of t b i s  mass-flov discrepan-cy t o  the 
in le t  r iss flow 
. 
k s  been cslculated Tor skk ion  3 a& indicztes  qualitatively  the mean- 
turbulence level a t  this station. No accurate nethoci f o r  correcting the 
measured loss coefficienk i s  b-own to   ex is t  because turbulence distribu- 
t i o m  h v e  not been determined End because the phenomenor i n  general has 
not been evaluated experimentally. If it is  Imperative %hat e corrected 
vzlue oI" ioss coefficient be estimated f o r  purposes of engineering - approximkion,  t3e  use of the foilows_ng equztioa i s  suggested: 
The above equation a s s u e s  that t'ne neasured inpact pressure a t  station 3 
should be reiiuced by the square of the r&io of i&et -wss Tlov t o  the 
mass flow messured et statior- 3. The accuracy of the suggested equation 
is unk?own. 
For the purpose of evaluating the diffuser performance, the putping 
power required for suction or injection control, m u s t  be dete-ed. 
The pwzp1ir-g  power c o e f f i c i a t  i s  defiaed in  f igure 2. Ln order t o  eval- 
uate the coefficient, it w a s  necessary t o  assume a hypothetical source 
for the injection eir uld a hypothetical exit for the suction ~ir. In  
both cases, the diffuser illlet XES assuraed as the reference station; 
thils, the a w i l i a r y  sir sys-iem vas coE-+Lned to   t he  diffuser proper an6 
any variables which would be impossible t o  Essess in apglying Vne results 
vere el-;micAted. It w a s  asswed tat  the auxilfary air-flow pump operated 
at .m efficiency of 100 percent. In the case of injection, it was assumed 
that a pump would have t o  supply a pressure rise equel t o  the difference . 
between the  inlet   stgtic  pressure and the  zeasured  total  pressure  in t'ne 
c c h b e r  upstream frm the  injectloll gz:. For suction, it -as sssuned 
that  the pump would supply a pressure  rise  equal to the  difference 
between  the  inlet  mean  total  pressure  and  the  chamber  total  pressure. 
The  total-pressure loss of  the  diffuser,  including  the  pumping- 
power comideration, is then evaluated as (?) + P. The 
Measured 
4 3  -1 
Gl diffuser  effectiveness 7 is  evaluated  s , where 
+ P  
Ideal 
is  the  theoTetica1,  one-dimensional,  isentropic  static- 
Ideal 
pressure  coefficient  corresponding to the  mean  inlet  static  and  total 
pressures  and  the  diffuser  area  ratio. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Inlet  Measurenents 
In order  to  define  the  inlet-flow  conditions,  total-  and  static- 
pressure  surveys  were  made  at  station 1 f r  four  equally  spaced 
circumferential  positions.  Ultimately,  the  weighted aean values of 
these  measurements  were  used in determining  the  overall  performance 
coefficients.  Velocity  profiles detemined by using  the  survey  data 
are  presented  in  figure 3 .in terms  of  the  ratio of local  velocity  to 
the mmcinum velocity  as a function  of  radiai  position in the annulus. 
Inasauc'n  as  no  significant  circumferential  variations  were  measured, 
the  average of the  four  sets  of  data  is  presented.  Figure 3 indicates 
that  only small differences  existed  between  the  data  for  the  inner  and 
outer vsll with  respect  to  velocity  profiles  end  the  significant 
botu-ikry-layer parmeters. The boundary  layer  filled  the  entire annulus, 
sh5lar to fully developed  pipe flow, and  the  use  of b undmy-hyer 
controls  did  not  alter  the  inlet  conditions  for  the r.=nge  of  varia3les 
tested. The inlet  boundary  layer  of  the  investigatioc  reported  herein 
is  essentially  the  same  as thet of  references 2 to 6.  
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. Flov Dbservations 
Observations of smll woolen tuf ts   instal led along the diffuser 
L walls indiczted t-mt two definite and d is t inc t  Tlow patterns occurred 
duri3g the hvestigation. The nore stable flov psttern was established 
when the flow separated from the cowl a short  distance -*stream from the 
poict a t  which the auxiliary flow w a s  irrtrcxiuced to  the diffuser .  The 
other flow pattern was established when the flow re rm~ed   a t t ached   t o  
the cowl u n t i l   i t s  abrupt t e d n a t i o n   z t   t h e   p o i n t  where awclliary flaw 
-as encountered. The attac3ed flow -was fomd t o  exis t  0d.y for h jec- 
t i on  through gap settings of 0.062 a6 0.121 h c h  without the fairtag 
installed. A t  a gap set t ing of 0.062 inch, it was possible to obtain 
both flow patterns. The attached-flov case vas normally obtained when 
the flow was ini t ia ted.  After  eerat ing a period of time, the flow 
occasiomlly changed abruptly t o  the separated state. When segaration 
becme established, it was generally necessary t o  stop a l l  air flow 
through the diffuser and then  restart  t'le blowers before attached flow 
could be reestablished. It was noted during the  tes t s  that at tenqts  to  
fnject the higher q w t i t i e s  OT zuxiliary f low were a frequect cause of 
the precipitztion of separaked flaw. The tuft observations regsrding 
the two s ta tes  of flow were subs t a t i a t ed  by downstream pressure s-urveys. 
tuft fluctmtions,  w a s  present on the outer w a l l  downstream of the inner 
body, whereas f o r  separated flow the tuTts Fn-diczted violent turbulence. 
- When the flow w a s  attached, moderate turbulence,  as evidenced by the 
- 
As discussed previously, additional infomation may be obtained w i t h  
respect to the relative turbulence of the f low uncer various conditions 
by coaparing  the  mss-flov EeasureEents a t  a do-mstream station  with  the 
neasurenellts a t  the 5d"t station. Smh a comparison is preseEted in 
figure k as a function of the percentage auxiliary flow. The data indi- 
cate k h %  suction control. produced higher mass-flov errors, and, therefore, 
higher twbulence levels, than injection. The higher vzlues w i t h  suction 
are grobably a-ltributable i-n par t   to   the   inabi l i ty  of suction  control  to 
prevect flow separation fro= the cowl. The errors obtained with this 
diffuser are  typical in nagnitude of' those obtained i n  the in-vestigEtions 
o? references 5 sad 8. The data for  s ta t ion 2 are not presented because 
of the data scatter and inaccuracies; however, the trevds observed are 
the sane as those observed a t  station 3 but of greater mgnitude. 
S-kAic-Pressure  Distributions 
Longitudinal  stetic-pressure  distri'butions. - A convenient index t o  
the flow development for  a given diffuser is the longitcdinal  static- 
pressure distribution, since the change in  s ta t ic  pressure ger  uni t  
length i s  indicative of the char-ge of the mean *act pressure. P lo ts  
vall  static-presswe orifices are giver, in  figures 5 t o  8 as a function 
* of the  stztic-pressure-rise  coefficient  as d e t e m e d  from the  outer- 
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of  diffuser  iength  for  control  and no control. The values  given  are 
slightly  higher thar? mean  values is  the  region imediately  do-mstream 
fro=  thc  center  body  because  of  raclial  pressure  gradients  such  as  those 
described  in  reference 4. In addition,  the  data hve not  been  corrected 
f9r  injectior,  and  suction  pumping  poxers. 
The  data  of  the  subject  diffusers  are coq d with  those  of  the 
l25' diffuser  of  reference 6 and the 31° diffuser  of  reference 5 in 
figure 5 for  the  cases  corresponding  to  no-flow  controls. An increase 
in  the  radius at the  break fron the 11 inches  of  the I25O diffuser to 
2 
the 3- 5 inches  of  the LOOo diffuser  improved  the  static-pressure-rise 
coefficient - approximately 100 percent at station 2 and 20 percent 
a 
4 
Gl 
at station 3 in spite  of  separation  from  some  position on the  cowl. 
The  addition of the  fairing to form a 32O diffuser  produced  no  signifi- 
cant hprovement, probably  because  the flow was separated  from  the 
cowliag  cpstrean  frox  the  fairing.  The 31' diffuser, s M l a r  in length 
btlC  of  different geonetq from  the  cowl  and  fairing,  produced  the  best 
performance. T h i s  result  is  probably  due to the  lower  initial  rate of 
expansion  produced by the l2.55-hch radius johing the el l ipsoid of the 
31° diffuser to the  cylindrical  center  body.  The  larger  radius  undoubt- 
edly  delayed  separEtion t o  a larger area  ratio. F r o m  the performance  of 
these  difrusers  with no ccntrol  and  from  flow  observatio??-s,  it  is to be 
concluded  that  the  cowl  shoxld  be  designed  with a nore  gradual  rate of
area emansion (larger  radius) ; thus,  flow sepmation upstream from the 
auxiliary  flow  openings  is  prevented. 
The  inproverrent  achieved in the  longitudinal  static-pressure  dis- 
tributions for the 100° diffuser  through  the  use  of  injection or suction 
for bomhry-layer control  is shown in figures 6(a) to 6(d). The n;aximum 
hprovements were  achieved  xith  injection cmtrol ir- a region  corre- 
spoMing to  approximately Z/'D = 1/2, (station 2) . This location  corre- 
sponds  to the point  on  the  center line where  the  vertex  of  the  cone  of 
injection air occurs.  Injection of auxiliary  air  was  effective in
increasing  the  static-pressure  rise  with  either  attached or s parated 
flow on  the cowl surface;  however,  with  separated  flow, n re injection 
air  was  required to achieve a given perfomce. This condition  is 
readily  apparent  in  figure 6(b), vhere  both  separated-  and  attached-flow 
cases  are  presented for an injection flcw rate  of 2.15 percent. 
The  basic 100' diffuser,  when  utilizicg  suctior, as a flow control, 
was  responsible for some  Improvement  in  the  longitudinal  static-pressure 
distribution,  although  it  was  largely  ineffective  when  compared  with 
injection.  Figure 7 shows  that  the  additfon  of  the  fairing  to  the  basic 
. design  to prohce a 32O diTfuser  increased  the  effectiveness 03 the 
suctior  control and indicated  that  suction could not  control  the  back- 
Plow region in the 100' diffuser. Both configurations sdfered from flow 
separation  frolo  the  cowl  with  suction  control. Figme '7 also  shovs  that 
injection  control  with  the  fairing  in  place vas very  effective  wheG  the 
auxiliery  flow (6.13 percent)  was  sufficient o el7hica%e  separation. 
, 
A cozqzrison of tjne longitucii-ml  static-pressure  rise for the 
U 5 O  diffuser  (ref. 61, the 100' dil'fuser,  and  the looo difi'user  with  t'ne 
fairing  (equivalent  to a 32O diffuser)  is shown in figure 8 for  injection 
quantities of R = 5.0 percent  and  suction  quantities  of R = 3.7 per- 
cent.  These  auxiliary-flow-  quantities  were  chosen  because  these  condi- 
tions  produced  the most unifom velocity  distributions  at  station 3 for 
one or more  of  the  configmatior-s,  as  will  be  discussed  subsequently. 
The 31° dizfuser w i t h  vortex  generators  (ref. 5 )  was also inclu3ed  in 
this  figure  in  order  to  assess  the  relative  merits  of  vortex  generators 
an0 auxiliary  flow. 
With  injection OP 5 . 1 percent,  the 100° diffuser  produced  higher 
stEtic  pressures  throughout  more of the  diffusing  region  tha? any other 
configuration. The remainins  injection  configurations  produced less * because of poorer  bssic  design i the  c8se  of  the 125' diffuser  or . 
- % 
beczuse of separation on the  cowl  in  the  case of the 100° diffuser and 
fairing.  The loOo and l25O diffusers  produced  higher  rates  of  diffusion 
than the 31' diffuser  with  vortex  generators in spite of the  poorer  basic 
design of the  center  bodies.  Except  for  the  case  where  the fairhg was 
used to elininate  the  extensive  backflow  regions,  the  corfigurations 
utilizing  suction  for  flov  control  produced low valu s  of -. 4 
% 
Static-pressure-rise  coefficients,  stations 2 and 3.- The  static- 
pressure-rise  coefficients  at  station J are  presentid Zn figure 9 for  the 
range of inlet  Mach  numbers. A smll, unfavorable  Mach  number  effect  is 
ev-lder-t for  the  no-control  condition.  For  compareble  auxiliary-flow 
rate,  at-lsched  flow  gives a wall  static-pressure  rise  grestly  exceeding 
the equivalent vdues obtaina'tjle  with  flow  separation  occurring 03 the 
inner  body. 
The  effect of the  auxiliary-flow  quantity R on the  static-pressure- 
rise  coei'ficient  at  stations 2 and 3 is  shown in figure 10 for a mean 
irlet  Mach  number  of  zpproxinately 0.26. Station 2 is  presented  since 
it  is in a region  of mxhum improvement  due  to  coatroi,  whereas  sta- 
tion 3 is at ea 2 / D  of 1.09, which  is  of nost interest to afterburner 
des iga . -
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For the  100' diffuser a t  a given auxiliary-flow rete, attached flow 
produced a static-Fressure rise about 30 percerrt higher than that for 
separated flow. For either condition, injection through the smller gaps 
produced higher static-pressure rise fo r  a given auxiliary flow rate. 
This effect  i s  due et least in   par t   to   the  higher total   pressure of the 
a-ailiary flow  through  t e s m l l e r  gaps. sufficient data coverage 
exists, an optFraum a u i l i a r y  flow ra t e  i s  iniiicated for injection. With 
a larger radius cowl which with no control would provide attached flow 
-LIP to the aaxiliary-flow opening, it is  expected that control would be 
xore effective and would produce a higher  static-pressure  rise  for a 
given auxiliary-flaw rate. 
The adsit ion of the fa i r ing  was responsible for improved suction 
performance since the fairing  forced  the  suction  to  act on the main- 
strearri boundary layer instead of on the backflow region. Injection with 
the fair ing fai led to eliminate separation on the cowl for values of R 
less than about 6 percent; therefore, the performme for a given auxil- 
iary flow rate was in fe r io r   t o   t he  looo Ciffuser with attached flow. 
Downstream Velocity  Distributions 
The velocity distributions at stations 2 and 3 fo r  the no-control 
conditions are presented in figure 11. For purgoses of c q z r i s o n ,  the 
veloci ty   dis t r ibzt ions  for  no control  for  the 3i0 diffuser of reference 5 
ar;d the l25O diffuser of reference 6 are  also included 09 t h i s  figure. 
A t  s t a t i m  2, there is  l i t t l e   d i f fe rence  between the distributions; a l l  
k v e  s large region of separated flow that extends for  approximately 
4 ir-ches frm the diffuser center line. Nabciral mixing of the flow 
between stations 2 and 3 is  responsible for some iqrovenent   in   the dis- 
tributior-s, especially with the longer center-body diffusers, but the 
prof i les  are s t i l l  nonunifom. 
Injection for flow control with the 100' difi'user (figs. 12(a) t o  
12(c)) produced improved veloci ty   dis t r ibut ions  in  all cases as the 
auxiliary-flaw rate increased; the attached-flow cases produced be t te r  
distributions than the separated-flow cases for comparable auxiliary- 
flow rates, as eviderced by the data fo r  gaps of 0.062 2nd 0.121 inch. 
For a gap of 0.121 inch, injection rates were obtained which Frduced 
almcst uniform flow a t   s t a t i o n  3 except for the outer-wall boundary 
layer, which is unavoidable unless control i s  used on the outer wall. 
Presumably, with a be t te r  cowl desip-, the  miform  distributions would 
have been obtained a t  lower rates of Injection. The data indicate that, 
for a constant auxiliary-flow rate, smaller gaps produce better  velocity 
distributions i f  attached flow can be maintained over the  lergth of the 
cowl. 'phis is a natural  resul t  of the higher total pressure of the  
in jec t ion   a i r   for   the   sml le r  gaps. 
c Suction, when used w i t h  the 100' diffuser  (f ig.  =(a) 1 hd. 20 effect 
on the cowl separation and less  positive  control over the backflaw region. 
Tinerefore, suction had less   effect  over the velocLty dfstrLbutions tbmn 
did injection. n 
The velocity distributions obtained a% stations 2 and 3 with injec- 
t ion when the fairing wes Fnstalled on the plug of the looo diffuser  are 
presented i n  f i g w e  13(a). The additioll of the fairing prevented the 
fomatioa of the extensive backflov region an-d elininated  the mixing of 
the injection stream w i t h  t h i s  beckflow; thus, %he identity of the injec- 
t ion  stream was preserved. 'This effect  prdcced peak velocit ies in the 
centre1  region a t  s-tatior- 2 which were dif-fused by =turd nixing between 
stations 2 and 3 md completely elirnicated a t  s ta t ion 3 for the lower 
rates of h jec t lon .  Most  of the advantage of conserving the injection 
total pressure by the  elimination of the  extensive  backflm reg:  -ron was 
canceled by %he sepa-reked flow on tbe cowl and resulted in- l i t t l e   = e t  
effect  on the velocity  distribution due to   the  fa i r ing  instal la t ion.  
With a  better cowl design, the deficiency in the velocity (or t o t a l  
pressure) between %he in jec t ion   s t rew and the nain s k e m  would have 
been reduced and the  control wou ld  h v e  been  aore  effective. 
s A t  s-lations 2 and 3, suction w i t h  the fairing installed  (fig.  l3(b) ) 
produced defiri-lely superior velociey distributions t o  those obtained 
with suction md the 100° diffuser alone. The f ak ing ,  by e l h i m t i n g  
the extensive backflow.region, pe-Mtted the suction t o  act more as a 
boundary-layer coc t rd ;  whereas, without the fairing, the suction had t o  
control the backflow regio-n- also. The profiles at s ta t ioa 3 indicate t i t  
suctior- of approxhately 3.8 percent w d d  have produced a r-early  constant 
velocity in  the  central  region. 
c 
For purposes of conqarison, the velocity distributions obtaiaed with 
fnjection of approximately 5.0 perceat and suction of 3.7 percent are 
presented in figuze l k  aloca with grof i les  f o r  the l25O diffuser of ref-  
erence 6 a t  correspoz6iw auxfliary-flow rates and w i t h  the 3 l .O  diffuser 
of reference 5 xheo utilizing vortex generators. The values of the injec- 
tior? or suction  auxiliary-flow  rate  correspod  to  nearly  miform  veloctby 
distribatiorrs for several of the configurations and were obtaibed fron 
fi ired cross plo-bs of the eqerwentai  velocity distributions.  The 31° 
diffuser w i t h  vor tex  gaerators  i s  Fn-cluded because the center-body length 
is  comparable with the _+airin@; co&igu-ration and also because th i s  config- 
urat ioc produced one of the  best  distributions o'DtaiEed w i t h  vortex gen- 
era-lors . 
- 
It can be see= L-om figure 14 tht w i t h  colltrol  the more uniform 
velocity  distributions  at   station 3 are obtained with the lao diffuser 
and fairing when suction is  utilized, the 100° diffuser  with  bjection, 
auxiliary-flow rate i s  only 3.8 percent, the 100° diffuser arid feiring 
b and the 100' diffuser and. fairing  with  injection.  Since  the  suction 
is  definitely  superior  when  suction  is  utilized  for  flow  control.  The 
31' dtffuser  with  vortex  generatars  is Werior to  the  above  three  con- 
figurations. The 100° diffuser  with  suction  and  the l25O diffuser  with 
injection  produced  the  least unifom velocity  profiles. 
Both  suction  and  injection  are  powerful  flow  controls;  they  are  more 
effective  than  vortex  generators  for  esteblishing unifom downstream 
velocity  distributions.  Lccating  the  vertex  of  the  injection  cone  approx- 
imately  at  station 2 provides  ample  lellgth  between  station 2 a d station 3 
for  the  velocity  distribution to beconze  uniform  through  natural  mixing and 
appears  to  be a sound  design  practice.  This  principle is in egreement 
with  the  results  of  reference 5 ,  which  indicete  that  center-body  lengths 
of 50 to 60 percent  of  the  overall  diffuser  length  produced  the  best 
velocity  distribution.  It  was  not  possible  to  determine  the  relative 
merits  of  suction  and  injection  because  the  flow in some  cases was sepa- 
rated  from  the ccr~l. For the  same  reason,  the  effectiveness  of  the 
fairing  could  not  be fully evaluated. 
Mean  Performance  Coefficients 
Total-pressure-loss coefficient.- Measured total-pressure-loss coef- * 
ficients  (not  corrected  for  pumping  power or turbulence)  between  the 
inlet  and sk t ions  2 and 3 axe  presented in figure 15 as a function of 
the  auxiliary-flow  rate.  With  attached  flow  (injection  through a gap of 
0.121 inch)  in  the LOO0 diffuser,  injection  reduced  the  zeasured loss 
coefficient  from a value  of 0.188 for  no  control  to a value  of 0.094 at 
3.4 percent  auxiliary flow. Since  figure 4 indicates a sbdlar trend  for 
the  mass-flow  discrepancy,  the  true  rate  of  decrease in lo s coefficient 
with  injection  would be higher  than  that shown in figure 15, according 
to the  relation  presented in the  section, "Basis of Comparison." The 
losses at station 2 are  somewhat  less thn those at station 3 due to the 
mixing  and  friction  losses  between  the  two  stations.  Suction hta at
both  stations  and  the  separated-flow  injection  cases at both  stations 
correspond  to  high  loss-coefficient  values  because of f lov  separation 
f r o m  the  cowl.  Injection  htti.  with  separated  flow  have  not  been  plotted 
for  station 2 because  of  the  scatter  present. In general,  the  gap  opening 
had no appreciable  effect 02 the measwed loss coefficient  for a constant 
auxiliary-air-flow  rate  when  suction  was  utilized. 
- 
!the  addition  of  the  fairix!!  was  responsible  for  high loss coeffi- 
cients  with  injection  up  to flow rates  of  approximately 5 percent that 
can be attributed  to  the  flow  separation from the  cowl.  Increased  injec- 
tion  above 5 percent  produced a rapid  decrease in the  measured loss  coef- 
ficient  that  presumably  indicates a progressive  decrease in  the  extent  of 
the  separated-flow  region. If .the values for the  total-sressure-loss 
coefficient  were  corrected  for mass-flow discrepancies  according to the 
- method  presented  in a previous  section,  the same trezcs &s obtained  with 
the  measured  values  would  result,  but  the  magnitudes  would  be  consider- 
ably  higher. 
Coefficients  corrected for puttping  power.- In oraer to coDpese  the 
data or" the  present  report  with otkter control  systems m d  diffusers,  it 
is  necessary to evaluete  the  power  cost of the  auxilhry-flow system  and 
to correct  the  performance  measureEents  for  this  power.  The  pumping- 
pover  coefficients,  calculated  according to the  methods  of a previous 
section,  are  presented in figure 16 as a function  of  the  perceEt of aux- 
iliary flog. The  power  factor  increases rqidly with  increasing  auxil- 
iary  flow am3 approximates a cubic  function.  Since  the 100' diffuser 
had  sonel&at  higher  pressures b- the  region-  of  the  auxiliary-flow  slot 
tkran  were  present  after  the  fairing was installed,  the  power  factor  for 
hjectioa is  grezter  for  the 1000 dif-rilser, whereas  the  power  factor  for 
suction  is  greater for the looo difTuser  and  fairing. For some of the 
higher  injection rum utilizing E O.03l-hch gap,  it  is  probable  that 
the  auxilisry  flow wzs in a choked  condition. 
The  diffuser  effectiveness,  including  the  pumping-power  correction 
and based  on  the  static-Fressure-rise  measurements to statfon 3, is  pre- 
in the  effectiveness oi' the looo diffuser of 21 percer-t  of that for  the 
no-control  condition  wzs  possible  when  attached  flow  was  present on the 
cowl  injection  quantities  of 3.40 percect  tkrough a gap of 0.121 inch 
or 1.95 percent through a gap of 0.062 inch  were  utilfzed  for fl w con- 
trol. This  increase in the  diff-aser  effectiveness  corresponds  with 
increases  in  the  measured  static-pressure-rise  coefr"icient st statio9 3 
of 33 percent a d  21 percent,  respectively.  (See fig. 10.) Reducing 
the effectiveness  vzlues to corrected  static  pressure  rise  decreases  this 
gain in xeasured perfomnce by 40 &ad 5 percent  for  the  0.121-inah  gap 
and 0.062-inch  gap,  respectively,  as compared with  the  85-percent  reduc- 
tion  for  the 125O diffuser of reference 6 .  Tlr-e attached-flow  cases 
(injection)  indicate t b a t  the  snaller  auxiliary-eir-flow  gap,  which cor- 
respoads  to  hfgher  irjection  total  pressure,  was respmsible for a 
decrease in the  cuxiliary-flov  rate  necessary  to  attain  bAgh  performace. 
With a nore  satisfactory c u i 1  design,  stable aEd attached flow shoulci be 
obtaillzble for ail conditions  with a gap of 0.062 inch;  this  design  would 
result ir- better performce than with a 0.121-inch gzp at  the sage aux- 
iliary  flov  rate  or  the  sane performaxe at a lover  auxiliary flow rate. 
With  separated  flow  from  the  cowl,  the  diffuser  efficiency,  with or with- 
out  the  fairing,  was  much  lover. 
s sented  in  figure 17 as a fmctior- of percent  auxiliary  flow. An increase 
- 
The total-pressure-loss  coefficient  corrected for pumping  power 
(fig. 18) exhibited  less loss with  attached flow- and injection  control 
(looo diffuser) tb211 for no control  up  to an auxiliary-flow  rate of 
accentuated by a correction  for mass-flow error  as  previously  discussed. 
- approxinately 3.5 percent for the 0.121-Fnch gap. This trend would be 
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It should be noted that the auxiliary-flow rate that produced the lowest 
corrected loss coefficient did not correspond t o  tkLat vhich produced the 
most miform velocity distribrrtion (see f i g .  12(c) ) . No decrease in   t he  
corrected los s  coefficient WELS possible with flow separation from the 
cowl by suction, gap variation, o r  the addition of the fairing. 
A coqarison of the performance coefficients for the diffusers of 
the present report with the 125O diffuser of reference 6 is presented i n  
term of the diffuser effectiveness and the corrected loss coefficient 
in  f i g r e  19 as 8 function of percent auxiliary flow. Performance points 
for  the 31° diffuser with and without vortex generators have also been 
indicated on this figure. The effectiveness of the looo diffaser  is 
considerably higher tnan that cf the 125O diffuger; this i s  due i n  par t  
t o   t he   be t t e r  no-coatrol perfommce of the 100 diffuser that was brought 
&bout by increasing the radius of the im-erbody cowl. The auxiliery-flosr 
system was also Pore e f f ic ien t  ard effective;  this  result   presmably i s  
due to   t he   s lo t  design being more efficient than holes and injection air 
adjacent t o   t h e  main flov and towards the center line being more effective 
than tht used with the l25O diffuser.  The maximum effectiveness of the 
100° diffuser falls  between the no-control and control values of the 
31O diffuser w i t h  vortex  generators. 
A cowarison cf the ccrrected l o s s  coerficient indicates the decrease 
ir? loss  that -was obtained by slightly  increasing  the cowl radius and by 
using a nore efficient auxiliary-flm system. Over the ent i re  rmge of 
auxiliary flow tested,  the 1000 diffuser  with an auxiliary-air-flow gap 
of 0.121 inch had &ppeciably lower vslues of the corrected loss  coeffi- 
c ier t  than di6 the 125' diff-sser of reference 6. These values fo r  the 
looo diffuser, although lower than those of the l25O diffuser, ranged 
fron 15 percent to 50 percent  higher than those  for t'le 31° diffuser w i t h  
vortex generators up t o  an auxiliary-flow rate of 3.7 percent. These 
comparative results would not be altered by a nass-flow-error correction. 
CONCLUSIONS 
A short  annular  diffuser wi th  an  equivalent  conical  diffuser  angle 
of CFproxirmtely looo was investigated t c  det,  nrz??ne  the  effect of  suctior? 
and injection on -the diffuser performance. A fa i r ing w a s  added t o   t h e  
basic   diffuser   to  produce 8 second configuration with an equivder,i; con- 
ical  angle of 32O and an approximately conical center body. The Oiffusers 
had a 21-inch-diarneter straight outer wall, an area  ra t io  of 1.9 t o  1, and 
f d l y  develqed pipe flow ai; the in le t .  In le t  Mach  number was varied from 
0.18 t o  0.45 w i t h  a result ing maximum Repolds number (based an i n l e t  
hydraulic diaTeter) of Erproximately 1.6 x 106. The r a t i o  of the suxil-  
iary air flow t o   t h e  flo-w of the   min   s t rean  was varied from 0 t o  approx- 
FnateLy 5 percent. The folloving cache ions  a re  preseEfed: 
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. 1. m e  gerfo-rmance of both models tested w a s  peaelized with or with- 
out bo-mdary-layer control by the   inner -be   des ign  which corresponded t o  
a r a t e  of area expansion such as t o  produce flow separation upstream from 
the auxiliary flow osenlng with no control. Flow separation was elimi- 
nated only f o r  the case of the 100° dif-Wser w i t h  h j e c t i o n  through the 
larger gzps. Occasionally this attached-flow condltion changed abructly 
t o  the sesarated state. This flow change generally occurred with the 
intermediate gap a d  appeered t o  be  irreversible. 
2. For the attached-flow cases for the l.OOo diffuser, injection 
tkrough the k r g e s t  gzp groduced effective  control over the velocity  dis- 
tr ibution. A t  an Injection rate of 3.4 percent, a 33-percent ilzcrease 
in  the Eeasured static-pressure  rise and a 50-percent decrease in   the  
neasured total-Fressure loss were obtained. Psrmping-power corrections 
reduced the static-pressure gain t o  21percent m d  eliminated the reduc- 
t ion in loss coefficient. The performance in terms of corrected. nressure 
coefficients vas fnferior t o  that 02 a 31° diffuser previously tested 
with vortex generators; however, the velocity distributions were superior. 
3. Suctioo control i s  not  efficient when applied fn an extensive 
beckflow region such as exists  inmediately downstream of sn abruptly 
c terminated  center body. 
4. me  addition of the fairing to the end of the center bocty of the 
looo diffuser did not produce eff ic ient  performance corrected +or pumping 
power because the auxiliary flox was u-nable t o  control flow separation on 
the cowl arld high total--gressure losses resulted. Both injection and 
suction  control  with  the 100' di f fuser   wi th   fa i rhg  produced effective 
coctrol over the velocity distribution. With suction control, the use of 
a collical center-body design, s W h r  t o  that obtained wit'n the  fairing 
installation, offers subst=-tial advantages b- reducing the cortrol 
requireznents by eliminating the extensive backfloy region. 
Laylgley Aeronautical  Laboratory, 
National Advisory C m i t t e e  for Aeronautics, 
Langley Field, Va., Novenber 8, 1954. 
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(a) D i a g r a m  of apparatus. 
Figure 1.- General arrangement of diffuser setup. All dimensions are in 
inches. 
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Figure 2.- Hyyothetical auxiliaxy air system. 
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Figure 3. -  I n l e t  velocity pro f i l e s  at varying Mach number with and. witkout  
auxFliary flow control. 
Figure 4.- Variation of the mass-flow discrepancy with percent auxiliary 
flow at s ta t ion 3 for = 0.26. Shaded symb01.s :indicate attached flow. 
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Figure 2.- No-control comparison of static-pressure-rise  coefficient along 
diff'user outer w a l l .  
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Figure 6 . -  Stztic-pressure-rise coefficient along diffuser outer w a l l  
for tbe 100' diffuser. Sheded symbols indicate attached flow. 
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Figure 6.- Concluded. 
Figure 7.- Static-pressure-rise coefficient d o n g  diffuser o-ater w a l l  
f o r  the 100’ diffuser and feiring. Shaded synibols indicate a”b8ched 
flow. 
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Figure 8.- Control  comparison of static-preeswre-rise  coefficient along 
diffiser outer w a l l .  
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Figure 9.- Veriation of st.%tic-pressure-rise coefflcient &t s ta t ion  3 
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Figure 10.- Variation of static-pressure-rise coefficient with percent 
auxiliary flow at = 0.26. Shaded symbols indicate attached flow. 
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Figure 11.- No-control  comparison aP velocity  profiles at stations 2 and 3. 
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Figure 12.- Exit velocity profiles at stations 2 and 3 for the 100' diffiser. 
Shaded symbols indicate attached flow. 
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Figure 12.- Continued. w w 
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Figure 12 .- Continued. 
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Figure 12. - Concl-uded. 
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Figure 13.- Exit velocity profiles at stations 2 and 3 for  the looo diffuser 
mii fairing. Shaded symbols indicate attached p l m .  
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Figure 13. - Concluded. 
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Flgure 14.- Compasison of exit  velocity profiles at stations 2 and 3 
with boundary-layer control. 
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Figure 15.- Variatlon of measured loss coefficient with percent auxiliag 
flow at; = 0.26. Shaded smbols indicate attached flow. 
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Figure 16.- Variation of auxi l iary a i r  punsing power with percent =miliary 
flow. 
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.) Figure 17.- Variation 010 corrected diffuser effectiveness at statior 3 
with percent auxi-liq flow. 
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Figure 18.- Variation of  corrected loss  coefficient at statdon 
percent auxiliary flow. 
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Figure 19.- Comparison of corrected diffuser effectiveness and corrected 
loss coefficient at station 3 for several diffuser configurations 
utilizing flow control. -a 
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